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Between Japan and Southeast Asia
Australia and US–China economic rivalry

Malcolm Cook

Introduction

Recently, the economic front of US–China major-power rivalry has deepened and expanded beyond the legalistic 
confines of the World Trade Organization (WTO). Many in Australia, which has the US as its security ally and main source 
and destination of investment and China as its main trading partner, are rightly concerned by this evolution. Within the 
WTO and outside, Australia’s alignment on the economic dimensions of the US–China contest has been consistent for 
decades. Here, Australia is less aligned with the US than Japan and less aligned with China than Southeast Asian states 
despite trading more heavily with China. These economic alignments are consistent with these states’ alignments on the 
defence dimensions of the US–China major-power rivalry. Australia’s economic alignments are not consistent with the 
conventional wisdoms that trading (not broader economic) relations do or should determine strategic choices and that 
the alliance with the US undermines Australia’s strategic autonomy. They are consistent with the overarching ideas of 
grand strategy and the national interest.

Made in China label on American flag: iStockphoto/JSAABBOTT.
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Australia shares with Japan and Southeast Asian states the same major strategic concern that the evolution of US–China rivalry 
may hurt their national interests and autonomy. This fear, evoking the Cold War, is most commonly expressed as the possible need 
to choose between a close, exclusive alignment with the US or China and against the other. Greatly affected by recent leadership 
changes in Beijing and Washington DC, the reassuring denial that such a choice will become necessary is fading and there’s more 
focus on the possible economic and sovereignty costs of this undesired grand strategic choice.

The coming to power of the more aggressive and personally empowered Xi Jinping in China in 2012 has broadened and deepened 
the Chinese party-state’s challenge to the existing US-led regional and global economic orders. The Chinese party-state’s 
challenge commenced long before President Xi and stepped up after the US-centred global financial crisis a decade ago. Under 
Xi, who now faces no term limit, it has broadened and deepened further. Since 2012, China’s party-state has intensified state 
intervention and control over the Chinese economy; launched the ambitious Belt and Road Initiative; established the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank; been more aggressive in the South China and East China Seas; and more frequently and harshly 
coerced states that do not align their policies with Chinese interests.

The coming to power of the more aggressive and idiosyncratic Donald Trump in the US in 2017 has seen the US state respond 
more assertively and unilaterally to these growing Chinese challenges to US regional and global economic leadership. The 
Trump administration has defined China as one of two major strategic rivals to US leadership globally; broadened and deepened 
unilateral punitive actions against Chinese economic policies that the US deems to be unfair; and taken legal and legislative 
actions against Chinese economic actors threatening US security.

The Trump administration is the first to strongly diverge from the US approach established by the Nixon administration that 
highlighted areas of major-power cooperation between the US and China and the benefits to the US of China’s economic rise and 
inclusion in regional and multilateral bodies.1 This change in American grand strategy towards China and the Chinese party-state, 
which is consistent with the more sceptical re-evaluation of US–China relations in the US more broadly, has brought front and 
centre the possibility for Indo-Pacific states that they may be forced to choose between the US and China. 2
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Economic alignments

On the expanding economic front of US–China rivalry, Japan is more closely aligned with the US than Australia, while Australia is 
more closely aligned with the US than any Southeast Asian state.

At first glance, Australia’s alignment in relation to that of Japan makes sense. Both place their alliance relationship with the US at 
the centre of their foreign and security policy, and the US, by far, is their top source and destination of foreign direct and portfolio 
investment, respectively.3 China, though, is a much more important trading partner, particularly for exports, for Australia than it 
is for Japan (Table 1). Australia’s significant volume of trade and large trade surplus with China highlight how complementary its 
resources-exporting economy is with the Chinese economy. Iron ore and concentrates exports alone accounted for over two-fifths 
of Australia’s total exports to China in 2018. Japan, on the other hand, has a large trade deficit with China. Tokyo’s territorial and 
sovereign rights dispute with China is its top defence concern, while Australia faces no direct military threat from a geographically 
distant China, although a large plurality of Australians worry that that may change in the foreseeable future.4

Table 1:  Trade with China, 2018

Country Exports ($m) Share Imports ($m) Share Total Share Balance ($m)

Australia 86,960 34.1% 58,847 24.4% 145,807 30.3% +27,843

Indonesia 27,127 15.1% 45,538 23.7% 72,665 19.5% –18,411

Philippines 8,699 12.9% 22,519 18.7% 31,218 16.6% –13,820

Vietnam 41,314 17.3% 65,504 28.3% 106,818 22.7% –24,190

Thailand 29,923 12.0% 48,806 19.9% 78,729 15.9% –18,883

Malaysia 36,404 14.5% 44,203 20.1% 80,607 17.1% –7,799

Singapore 50,619 12.3% 49,666 13.4% 100,285 12.8% +953

Japan 144,022 19.6% 175,219 23.3% 316,241 21.5% –31,197

Source: CEIC database.

At first glance, the alignment of the six major Southeast Asian states (Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia and 
Singapore) compared to that of Australia is less comprehensible. China is a much more important trading partner for Australia than 
it is for any of those Southeast Asian economies. Australia is the only one with a significant trade surplus with China. Vietnam, the 
Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand have their largest bilateral trade deficits with China. Thailand and the Philippines are US allies, 
while Singapore is the key US regional security partner in Southeast Asia. Among these six Southeast Asian states, the maritime 
rights of four are directly undermined by China’s unlawful and excessive maritime claims in the South China Sea. Only Singapore and 
Thailand are currently spared.

The World Trade Organization arena

The US and China are clearly in an increasingly rivalrous, less cooperative economic relationship that reflects the increasingly 
competitive and less complementary nature of the world’s two largest economies. Over the past two decades, the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) has been the major multilateral arena for this rivalry. The US resisted recognising China as a developing 
economy in the negotiations for China to join the WTO and has not granted China full market economy status in the WTO. The Trump 
administration is now seeking to limit the WTO’s ‘special and differential treatment’ benefits for developing economy members, and 
China is clearly the main target.5
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Since 2004, the US has filed 23 of the 43 complaints against China in the WTO (Table 2).6 Fifteen of them were submitted under 
the Obama administration, and two under the Trump administration. The US is a third party to nine of the other 20 complaints 
submitted against China. China has been the top target of US complaints in the WTO; the European Union comes next on this 
list, as it has had to respond to 20 complaints submitted by the US since 1995. The Trump administration (reaching back to the 
playbook the US used against Japan three decades ago), due to frustrations with the limits of the WTO reflected in Table 2, has 
imposed a wide range of unilateral tariffs on China and threatened tariffs on all Chinese exports to the US. As these are unilateral 
tariffs outside of the WTO, other states are not required to state their position on them.

Table 2:  US cases against China at the WTO

Dispute Year started Year ended Sector/issue No. of third parties Including

DS309 2004 2005 Integrated circuits – –

DS340 2004 2009 Auto parts 7 Australia, Japan, Thailand

DS358 2007 2007 Domestic taxation 9 Australia, Japan

DS362 2007 2010 Intellectual property rights 12 Australia, Japan, Thailand

DS363 2007 2012 Publishing and audiovisual products 5 Australia, Japan

DS373 2008 2008 Financial information – –

DS387 2008 – Grants to local firms – –

DS394 2009 2013 Rare earths 15 Japan

DS413 2010 2013 E-pay systems 7 Australia, Japan

DS414 2010 – Steel 9 Japan, Vietnam

DS419 2010 – Wind power – –

DS427 2010 – Broilers 7 Japan, Thailand

DS431 2012 – Rare earths 18 Australia, Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia

DS440 2012 2014 Autos 7 Japan

DS450 2012 – Autos, auto parts – –

DS484 2015 – Subsidies 13 Australia, Japan, Singapore

DS501 2015 – Aircraft – –

DS508 2016 – Rare earths 15 Japan, Vietnam, Singapore, Indonesia

DS511 2016 – Agricultural subsidies 27 Australia, Japan, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines

DS517 2016 – Agricultural tariffs 17 Australia, Japan, Vietnam, Singapore, 

Indonesia

DS519 2017 – Aluminium – –

DS542 2018 – Intellectual property rights 17 Australia, Japan, Singapore

DS558 2018 – Import duties 21 Japan, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia

Source: World Trade Organization, online.

Of the 22 complaints that China has filed in the WTO (Table 3), 15 have been against the US. The first one, and China’s first WTO 
complaint, was submitted in 2002. China hasn’t submitted a complaint against Japan, Australia or a Southeast Asian state. 
Only the European Union (35) and Canada (20) have submitted more WTO complaints against the US than China. Five of China’s 
15 complaints against the US—the most by any WTO member—have been submitted during the Trump administration. The US and 
China have no bilateral preferential trade agreement and aren’t negotiating with each other in any regional or mega-regional trade 
agreement beyond the WTO. The WTO hasn’t completed a trade round since China became a member in 2001.

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_by_country_e.htm
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Table 3:  Chinese cases against the US at the WTO

Dispute Year started Year ended Sector/issue No. of third parties Including

DS252 2002 2003 Steel 14 Japan, Thailand

DS368 2007 – Paper – –

DS379 2008 2012 Anti-dumping 14 Australia, Japan

DS392 2009 2010 Poultry 6 –

DS399 2009 2011 Tyres 5 Japan, Vietnam

DS422 2011 2013 Shrimp and saw blades 6 Japan, Vietnam, Thailand

DS437 2012 – Anti-dumping 11 Australia, Japan, Vietnam

DS449 2012 – Anti-dumping 8 Australia, Japan, Vietnam

DS471 2013 – Anti-dumping 13 Japan, Vietnam

DS515 2016 – Anti-dumping – –

DS543 2018 – Tariffs 16 Australia, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia

DS544 2018 – Steel and aluminium 28 Japan, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia

DS 2018 – Photovoltaics – –

DS 2018 – Renewable energy – –

DS 2018 – Tariffs – –

Source: World Trade Organization, online.

Reflective of the Japan–China rivalry, Japan has refused to acknowledge China as a market economy within the WTO, as have 
the US and European Union, and has filed two complaints against it, both in 2012. Japan has also joined as a third party 16 of 
the 23 complaints submitted by the US against China (the most by any WTO member) and 10 of the 18 complaints filed against 
China by other member states.7 Reflecting Japan’s economic role as the manager of many regional production chains that involve 
Chinese exports to the US, Japan has joined as a third party nine of the 15 WTO complaints that China has submitted against the 
US, including two of the Chinese complaints filed in 2018 against the Trump administration’s tariffs.

Japan has no bilateral preferential trade agreement or negotiations with China, although Japan and China, along with Australia, 
South Korea, New Zealand and India and 10 Southeast Asian states, are parties in the ASEAN-led Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations. After six years of negotiations, no RCEP deal is yet in sight. Discussions with officials 
involved in the negotiations suggest that differences between India and China are the main reason why; Japan–China differences 
are a secondary reason.

Befitting the high level of economic complementarity between Australia and China, Australia’s alignment on US–China trade 
disputes in the WTO is quite different from that of Japan and closer to the six Southeast Asian countries. Australia was the second 
OECD member state after New Zealand to recognise China as a market economy in the WTO and to sign and ratify a bilateral free 
trade agreement with China. Australia, as with the Southeast Asian states, has not filed a complaint against China in the WTO.

However, Australia has been more willing to join WTO complaints filed by others against China as a third party. Australia has been a 
third party in 11 of the 23 complaints submitted by the US against China, while no Southeast Asian WTO member has been a third 
party in more than five of those disputes, as shown in Table 2. The Philippines has been a third party in only one, while Malaysia 
has joined none. Australia has also been more willing to join complaints submitted by other WTO members against China as a third 
party. Australia is a third party in six of the 20 complaints submitted against China by WTO members other than the US. Thailand 
has joined four of them, Indonesia and Vietnam three, Singapore two, and the Philippines and Malaysia none.

Australia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand and Malaysia have all filed complaints against the US in the WTO. Australia 
submitted one in 1999 concerning lamb, and was one of nine complainants (along with Japan, Thailand and Indonesia) that filed 
a complaint against US anti-dumping measures in 2000. As shown in Table 3, Australia has joined three complaints filed by China 
against the US as a third party. Vietnam has joined five, Thailand four, Indonesia and Singapore two, and Malaysia one. Australia, 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_by_country_e.htm
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Japan and the six major Southeast Asian economies have each used the WTO more to challenge US trade practices than Chinese 
ones. However, Australia has been more willing than any Southeast Asian state to join complaints filed by the US and other 
members against China, even though Australia is a more complementary and less competitive economy in relation to China than 
any of the six major Southeast Asian economies.

This same alignment pattern occurs in relation to US-led and China-led regional economic initiatives. Again, Japan is more 
receptive of US-led initiatives and more wary of China-led ones than Australia, and Australia is more receptive of US-led ones and 
more wary of China-led ones than Southeast Asian states.

The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Belt and Road Initiative

The Chinese party-state has launched two major economic leadership efforts under Xi Jinping: the Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank (AIIB) and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The US and Japanese governments have yet to join the AIIB or show any serious 
interest in doing so. The Obama administration even applied some mild pressure on allies not to join. However, the Japan-led 
Asian Development Bank and the World Bank, headed by an American citizen and based in the US, have worked cooperatively with 
the AIIB to facilitate its establishment and early operations.

Australia, recognised as an AIIB regional member, became a founding member on 25 December 2015, the same day as China (the 
largest shareholder), Singapore and Myanmar. The other eight Southeast Asian states joined later; Malaysia was the last to join 
on 27 March 2017. Australia, Singapore and Brunei don’t need AIIB financing to support their infrastructure needs. The other eight 
Southeast Asian countries do.

Alignments in relation to the BRI are more varied. The US, particularly under the Trump administration, has become the leading 
critic of the initiative globally. Vice President Mike Pence used his speech at the APEC CEO Summit in November 2018 in Port 
Moresby to criticise it, referring to it as ‘a constricting belt or a one-way road’.8 The US and Japan, along with India, haven’t signed 
memorandums of understanding in support of the BRI, although the Abe administration has committed to considering working 
with China to support some BRI projects. The scope for US and Japanese firms and banks to participate directly in the initiative 
is limited due to the unilateral nature of the BRI and its reliance on Chinese state bank financing and Chinese construction firms 
and workers.

Australia is in a similar position to the US and Japan in relation to the BRI. Despite encouragement from Beijing, Canberra didn’t 
sign a memorandum of understanding in support of the BRI in Australia. Australian leaders haven’t been invited to either of the BRI 
forums in China. Reflecting Australia’s federal structure—and perhaps a lack of effective coordination—the Victorian Government 
signed one in October 2018, and the Victorian Premier attended the subsequent BRI forum in China six months later.

BRI alignments vary among Southeast Asian states and even administrations in some countries. Eight of the 10 Southeast Asian 
leaders were invited by China and attended the first forum in May 2017. The leaders of Singapore and Thailand were left out. All 10 
were invited to the second forum in April 2019. Nine attended; Indonesian President Joko Widodo, awaiting the final count in the 
national election, did not attend but was represented by outgoing Vice President Jusuf Kalla.

In December 2015, Singapore and China launched the Chongqing Connectivity Initiative, which has since been classified as a BRI 
‘priority demonstration project’, and Singapore hopes to position itself as a Southeast Asian financial and services hub for the BRI. 
Cambodia and Laos are well integrated into the BRI, at some significant fiscal risk. The Jokowi administration in Indonesia, the 
Najib administration in Malaysia, the Prayut administration in Thailand and the Duterte administration in the Philippines have all 
committed to the BRI and acted in support of BRI projects. The Aquino administration that preceded the Duterte administration 
was less supportive, while the Mahathir administration that succeeded the Najib administration has been fiercely critical of some 
of Najib’s BRI projects. After some progress on the renegotiation of some of Najib’s BRI deals, Mahathir expressed his full support 
for the initiative in his presentation at the opening ceremony of the second BRI Forum in April 2019.9 Vietnam has no proper BRI 
projects completed or under construction.10
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The Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Indo-Pacific

Australia’s alignment has been much closer to that of Japan and more distant from Southeast Asian states in relation to the 
two recent US-led economic leadership initiatives in Asia: the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade deal under the Obama 
administration as part of the ‘rebalance’ to the Asia–Pacific strategy and the economic components of the ‘free and open 
Indo-Pacific’ (FOIP) strategy under the Trump administration. In its appeals to Congress to ratify the TPP agreement signed in 
February 2016, the Obama administration presented the deal as a way of enhancing US regional economic leadership and not 
ceding it to China. Secretary of Defense Ash Carter claimed that:

passing TPP is as important to me as another aircraft carrier. It would deepen our alliances and partnerships abroad and 
underscore our lasting commitment to the Asia–Pacific. And it would help us promote a global order that reflects both our 
interests and our values.11

President Obama warned that China, not the US, would write the economic rules if Congress did not ratify the agreement.12

Australia and Japan only joined the TPP after the US, even though Australia already had a bilateral free trade agreement with 
Washington. Japan and Australia, led by Japan, then cooperated to ‘save’ the agreement after the US withdrew in January 2017 
under the new name of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership. One of the shared interests 
of Japan and Australia that motivated this cooperation was that, if the agreement came into force (which it did in December 2018), 
the US could rejoin. Japan was the first state to ratify the new agreement, while Australia’s ratification, as the sixth of 11 parties, 
brought the agreement into force.

Southeast Asian states’ support for the US-led TPP was more ambivalent. Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines, along with 
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar, opted not to join. Brunei and Singapore were negotiating members before the US decided to join 
in September 2008. Malaysia and Vietnam joined after the US, and US membership was one of their major reasons for joining. 
Singapore strongly pushed the Obama administration to ratify the TPP and then joined with Japan and Australia to quickly retool 
the agreement after President Trump withdrew the US. Singapore was the second state to ratify the US-less agreement, while 
Vietnam was the seventh to do so. Brunei, despite a simple ratification process, hasn’t ratified the agreement yet; nor has Malaysia.

The distinction between Australia’s and Japan’s alignments and those of Southeast Asian states is even clearer for the economic 
components of the US FOIP strategy. Australia and Japan are in close consultation with the US on the three states’ overlapping 
Indo-Pacific approaches, aided by the recommencement of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Australia, the US, Japan, India) 
under the Trump administration.13 In July 2017, with the BRI in mind, the development financing bodies of the US, Australian and 
Japanese governments established the Tripartite Partnership for Infrastructure Investment in the Indo-Pacific. Papua New Guinea, 
as APEC host in 2018, benefited from this close tripartite alignment when Australia, the US, Japan and New Zealand agreed to work 
with it to significantly improve its national electricity grid. Southeast Asian states have been ambivalent towards the FOIP strategy 
and aren’t yet part of the discussions under the Indo-Pacific rubric that are leading to closer alignment and greater cooperation 
between Australia, the US, Japan and India.

Critical infrastructure

Under the Trump administration, Washington has become much more vocal about its concerns about the participation of 
Chinese firms in critical infrastructure in the US and in countries that benefit from preferential access to US intelligence. China 
has responded strongly to US actions against Huawei and ZTE. Chinese firms’ participation—or not—in other countries’ critical 
infrastructure development is now widely interpreted as one of the alignment choices these states have to make in the light of US–
China economic rivalry, while also clearly a matter for each state to consider in relation to its own national security and broader 
national interests.
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On this issue, Australia’s alignment is closer or even ahead of the US and Japan and quite different from the alignment of Southeast 
Asian states. The Global Times, which is controlled by the Chinese Communist Party, gets the timing wrong but concurs with 
this overall judgment; in response to an August 2018 decision by the Australian Government that rules Huawei and ZTE out 
from Australia’s 5G auction,14 it claimed that ‘Australia is influenced by the US, and has surpassed the US in certain aspects.’15 
This Australian decision under a Coalition government is very consistent with the 2012 decision under a Labor government to 
preclude Huawei from tendering for contracts for the National Broadband Network. Australia, not the US, was the first state to ban 
Huawei from participating in the development of its critical digital infrastructure. The 2012 and 2018 decisions represent a strong 
bipartisan agreement on this issue. The 2012 decision undercuts the claims that Australia’s 2018 decision is primarily due to US 
pressure, and instead is more a demonstration that Australian and US national interests and judgments are aligned in this area.

Japan and New Zealand have followed the Australian lead with similar announcements to Australia’s on critical digital 
infrastructure. In Southeast Asia, the alignments are quite different. At the moment, Vietnam is the most closely aligned 
to Australia, as the government in Hanoi is focused on indigenous and European providers, not Chinese ones, for its 5G 
development.16 Thailand is planning a Huawei-led 5G rollout in 2020, while President Duterte in the Philippines decreed that the 
third telecom provider in his country would come from China. Last year, China Telecom, in a consortium with a local tycoon close 
to the President, won this lucrative third licence. Major mobile phone and internet providers in Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia 
have all recently signed up to trial services with Huawei.17 The Najib administration chose China’s Alibaba as the technological 
partner for Malaysia’s Digital Free Trade Zone.18 Consistent with his full support for the BRI, Prime Minister Mahathir, in his opening 
speech at the Nikkei Future of Asia Conference in May 2019, noted that Malaysia would ‘try to make as much use of their [Huawei’s] 
technology as possible’.19

The defence front

This pattern of alignments in relation to US–China economic rivalry is very similar to the alignments of Australia, Japan and 
Southeast Asian states on the defence front. Australia again finds itself closely aligned with the US, and more closely aligned with 
the US than Southeast Asian states but less so than Japan. Unlike the US and Japan, Australia hasn’t identified China as a strategic 
rival or direct military threat, although successive government defence and foreign affairs white papers have expressed concerns 
about China’s growing military might and its uses. In 2010, Australia became the first known ‘Western’ ally of the US to conduct 
live-fire naval exercises alongside the People’s Liberation Army Navy and, in 2015, such a bilateral exercise was conducted in the 
South China Sea.20

On the other hand, it’s reported that the Chinese party-state reacted very badly to Australia’s 2009 Defence White Paper and the 
document’s inferred judgments about China.21 Australia’s 2017 Foreign Affairs White Paper engendered a similar response from 
Beijing.22 Australia–US and Australia–US–Japan defence cooperation has deepened and broadened significantly over the past 
decade, including supporting the US ballistic missile defence system in the Western Pacific that China deems destabilising.23 No 
Southeast Asian state plays a similar role in the US ballistic missile defence system. Unlike Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines 
and Malaysia, Australia hasn’t considered making any defence purchases from China. The governments of Australia, Japan and 
the US each released statements calling on China to abide by the July 2016 unanimous tribunal ruling under the UN Convention 
on the Law of the Sea upholding the Philippines’ case that China was infringing upon its maritime rights in the South China Sea. 
ASEAN and the nine Southeast Asian states haven’t made statements calling on China to abide by the ruling, while the Duterte 
administration in the Philippines ‘put aside’ the ruling in the interests of better relations with China.24 This occurred despite the 
South China Sea being the central, connecting core of maritime Southeast Asia, and maritime Southeast Asian states’ maritime 
rights being more directly compromised in those waters by China’s expansive and unlawful claims.

These similar alignment patterns of Japan, Australia and Southeast Asian states on the economic and defence fronts of the 
US–China rivalry underline the broad spectrum of this major-power contest. These similarities also highlight the uniformity 
of strategic concerns and alignment choices across the two main fronts of the rivalry and that those fronts are becoming 
more contested.
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Looking forward

These differing alignments on the economic front question the deeply held and often applied assumption that economic 
‘dependence’ on China, measured by aggregate trade flows, is or should be a powerful determinant of states’ strategic alignment 
choices in relation to the US and China. This assumption is often paired with the assumed threat that non-alignment with China will 
be costly. The Chinese party-state certainly has a well-earned reputation for coercing states economically when they aren’t aligned 
with it on issues that it deems at any given time to be of particular importance.

Instead, Table 1 suggests the opposite correlation. Australia has the highest level of total trade and export interdependence with 
China, followed by Japan and Vietnam. Yet, it’s these three states among the eight covered by the table that have consistently 
aligned themselves the furthest from China and the closest to the US. Evidence that Australia has suffered economically from these 
alignment choices due to Chinese punitive actions is noticeable by its absence. That the states of economies that trade heavily 
with China have also exhibited more strategic autonomy from the Chinese party-state suggests that this convenient conventional 
wisdom is inaccurate.

The differing alignments among US allies outlined above question the assumption that US allies lack strategic autonomy. 
Currently, the Philippines—the weakest and most dependent US ally in the region—is arguably the most strongly aligned with 
China and against the US of the six Southeast Asian states. President Duterte announced his personal separation from the US and 
his ideological alignment with China on his first state visit to China shortly after coming to power in 2016. Duterte hasn’t visited the 
US despite an outstanding invitation from President Trump, and referred to the mother of President Obama as a ‘whore’.25 Yet the 
US hasn’t stepped away from its alliance commitments to the Philippines, and Filipinos’ strong affinity with the US and distrust of 
the Chinese party-state haven’t waned. Thailand is arguably the second most closely aligned with China, although in a much less 
profane and more mature manner, and in October 2017 the Thai Prime Minister did accept President Trump’s invitation to visit.

On the other hand, Japan and Australia are the most closely aligned with the US. States that are allies of the US have and exercise 
much more strategic autonomy from the US than the false conventional wisdom often touted by Chinese interlocutors suggests. 
In both cases, those assumptions mistake particular alignment outcomes for the cause of the alignment choices and ignore 
contradictory alignments. As noted regularly by Australian, Japanese and American leaders, the three states share common 
strategic concerns, are democratic, and share many norms and values about proper state behaviour. It isn’t surprising that in 
many but not all cases their respective national interests lead to aligned policy choices. It isn’t surprising or worrying that the 
fundamental differences between these three states and the Chinese party-state lead to very different alignment outcomes.

Australia is a US ally, trades heavily with China and is independent from either major power. Australia’s close alignment with the US 
on US–China issues is not without exceptions, particularly on the economic front, and is due to similar but not identical strategic 
interests and outlooks. Australia is likely to remain between Japan and Southeast Asia in the US–China economic rivalry. Given its 
strategic and economic interests, this is the correct alignment position to have and to maintain.
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Acronyms and abbreviations

AIIB Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
APEC Asia–Pacific Economic Cooperation
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations
BRI One Belt, One Road Initiative
FOIP free and open Indo-Pacific
OECD Organisation for Economic Development and Co-operation
RCEP Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
TPP Trans-Pacific Partnership
UN United Nations
WTO World Trade Organization
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